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E N V I R O N M E N T A L E T H I C S FOR
WILDLIFE M A N A G E M E N T
MICHAEL P. NELSON A N D J O H N A. VUCETICH

Ethical issues influence nearly every aspecr of mildlfe managemenr from irs broad principles ro specific decisions. The in flu^
ence of ethics on rhe broad principles of wildlife rnanagemcnr
isillustraced hy The Wildlife Society's ('I%'S) vision sraremenr:
TWS seeks a world where people and wildlife co-rxisr. wherr

biolog~caldlversiq is mainrained, and decisions affecting the
management, use, and consrrvanon ofwildlife and theirhab~~
rats are madr after carrful consideration of relevanr scienrfic
intbrmation and with the engageman ~ n support
d
of an in
formsd and canng cicizenr)
How can rhis vision be realized without addresslng~ssuessuch
as: Why should people care about wildlife and biodiversity? Is
the need lo care only brcausr wildlift and biodiversity are useful ro humans or also because rhey are valuable in their own
righr? What exactly does it mean to conserve wildlife and their
hahirar? Fur example. both Aldo Leopold and Giflord Pinchot
wrore abour conservation, bur the11 ideas about the meaning
of conservation difier profoundly .4n appreciation of modern
environmental ethics helps one to address issues such as these
intelligently and therefore fully understand the TWS vision
sratemenr.
Ethics also influences the derails of many specific sir~rarions. Consider this example: lsle Royale National Park is a
federally deaignarrd \uilderness area. and home to a small wolf
populanon thar is so la red from other wolf populations and
that shows signs ofinbreeding depression. Ifyou value healthy
wildl~fepopulations, you might consider the feasibll~tyof genetic rescue, which entails ~ntroducingunrelated indiv~duals
to alleviate the negatwe consequences of genetic dercriorv~
tlon; however,you might rhink this a bad idea if you value d e s ~
ignating a fcn places on the planet where humans inrervene
as little as possible. The idea is hasrd on letting nature "run its
course" This. you might suggesr, is the purpose of federally
designated wilderness areas in the United Stares.
On the other hand, you rnighr think atrempting genetic
rescuerepresents a promising, bur largely untesred, conservation rool rhar could help conserve many other populations.

Isle Rople wolves mighr represenr a model sysrem for tescing
[his rool, bur how would inrervenrion afecr the health of the
lsle Royale ecosyr~nn?
Brcause rhe cffecrs of winrrr, ricks, and
climate change on Isle Royale moose seem robe increasing, a
more resilient wolfpopularinn could be imporranrly demmen~
ral to the interacrions among wolves, moose. and the forest.
What abour the welfare of the individual wolves? Evidence
suggests that some of the bone deformities that lsle Royale
wolves exhibir rnay also be painful ro individual wolves--pain
thar might be mitigated ~nsubsequent wolves by inlervrn~iun.
lsle Royale is hut one example of a cornmon challenge, the
challrngc of lu~owinghow to balance values that may conflict when decisions are made about how to manage wildlife
populations Envtronmenral erhics and conservation ethics are
fields whose purpose is to help us handle these challenges.

16.1. WHAT IS ETHICS?
The social sciences (including social psychology, sociology,
and economicsj represenr disc~plincsthat can help to describe
how humans value wildlife. Ethics is rhe discipline whose
focus is forrnal and rigorous analysis of ethical propositions.
The fundanienral disrincrion between erhics and the social
sciences you have read about in this hook is that social science
is primarily concerned uirh the analysis ofdescriptive propositions about human values, whereas ethlcs is concerned w i ~ h
the analysis of prescriptive propositions about human values.
Descriptive prupusitions dcscribe rhe nnture of the world
around us, and prescriptive (ethical) propositions arc claims
about how we ought m hehave, value. or relate to the world
around us. For example, a sociologist might work ro describe
what value or social norm stakeholders hold, and to under^
stand why srakeholders hold a particular value. The purview
oferhics, however, is to assess whether and why one ousht to
hold some value.
Erhical propositions are easily identified in that they can
typically be expressed using words such a s "oughr" and
"should.' Do you ever think, "There ought to he fewer deer on
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the landscape" or. "The wolfpopulation should be allowed t o
increase in abundance"? These are tramples ofethical proposi~
rions. Ethics may also be defined as the analysis ofpropositions
thar assess what is good or what is right. For example, when
Aldo Leopold said. 'X thing is right when it tends to preserve
the integnt): stability and b ~ a u t yof the biotic community It
is wrong when it tends orherwise," he was making an ethlcal
proposition rhat humans should relate to nature in ways that
tend to preserve nature's integrity stability, and beaut):
Insomuch as wildlife conservation involves propositions
such as, "\ire ought to behave in this way (toward some a s
pecr of the natural world) . . . ' wildlife conservation can be
consider~dethics in action. Environmental policies and laws
also reflect ethical commltmenrs. For instance, the Endan
gered Species 4ct and the Wilderness Act of 1964 seem to
reflect the ethical proposition that aspects of nature (in these
cases, species and wilderness areas, deserve protection. These
laws obligate us to protect species and ecosystems, not only
because they benefit us somehow-physically, emotionally, or

16.2. WHAT IS ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS?

Environmenral ethics is a relatively new field of study In the
early 1970s, a small group of philosophers rcalized that much
of the controversy associated with natural resource management rises from unsettled ethical issues about how humans
ought to relate to nature. At first they were interested in these
sorts of questions: In what way or in what sense, if an5 are
humans really separate from the rest of tlaturc' Does nature
have intrinsic value and, if so, what does that mean? Though
these questions remainimportant, they are better understood
today than 40 years ago. and newer and different questions
have emerged. The furmal application of env~ronmenralerhicsfor the pul-pose ofbettrr understandng the human dimensions ofwildlife is relatively uncommon(Box 16.1).
.After four decades of development, the discipline of en%ronmental rthics has given rise to distinct schools of thought
that distinguish themselves primarily by the rational arguments they develop to support the type of value they con-

own sake.
flected in meanings of sustainabiliry Many consider (quite
uncontroversrally) sustainabilicy to mean, "meeting human
needs in a sociallyjust manner without depriving ecosystems
of their health"; hut what is meant by "human needs." and
what is a "healthy ecosystem"? Dependng on hour these terms
are defined, sustainabiliry could mean anything from "exploit
as much as desired without infringing on future abiliv to exploit as much as desired" to "exploit as little as necessary to
maintain a meaninfil life." These two artitudes would seem
to represent dramatically differentworlds,and yet either could
be considered sustainable dependng on the meaning of ethical
concepts rhat define sustainability (Vucetich and Nelson 2010)
Nearly all goals in wildlife management embody an ethical
attitude ahout how soctety ought to relate to nature (Decker
etal. 1991, Shrader-Frechette and McCoy 1994).Agreat dealof
wildlife nlanagement, for example, 1s concerned with manag
ingpopularions that are overabundant, too rare. or in need of
restoration. Each of these cases represents an ethical attirude
about how- the world ought to be. Any claim that some wildlife management goal or action is inappropriate also reflects
an ethical attitude. In this sense, ethical issues are not only
ubiquitous hut they are also inescapable; ignoring the eth~rnl
dimension of an issue does not make it go away. For thls ren
son, it is wise tn he adept at identifling and analyzing ethical
issues in wildlife management, as illustrated by the examples
involving susrainabiliq, Isle Royale wolves. and The Wildlife
Sociery vision statement.
Ethics is not merely asserting what is nght or how we
ought to behave. Ethics, as the academic tradition has been
practiced for more than 2.500 years in the West, is also about
understandng methods rhat reveal the most rational answers
to these questions about how we ought to act. Much of this
chapter is an introduction to these methods.

moral community wherras others argue that all living things
should hc included; some argue that species and ecosystems
matter ethically Before explonngdiRerent schools of thought
in environmentalethicsfurther, it isuseful todescribe afew of
the most basic ethical theories (Box 16.2).
16.3. THEORIES O F ETHICS

One ofthe most importanr ethical theories is coniequentialum.
which asserts that the rlghmess of an action is determined
by the consequences of an action. Lftilitarianum, an importanr form of consequentialism (a form of which dominated
American conservation in the twentieth century). presumes
that we ought to act in ways that produce the mosr utility happiness, or pleasure for the mostpeople. Typically "people" has
been equated with "human being." though not by everyone.
Pragmatism is sometimes viewed as another school of consequentialist thought thar claims truth or meaning ought to
be judged by practical consequences. A pragmatic ethic is
judged, therefore, by its abilip to solve ethical problems, as
we perceive those problems. Although pragmatism may seem
commonsensical. it has longbeen deeply controversial among
ethicists.
Dcontolog-vcontrasts with consequentialism and judges an
action's rightness by the intention or motivation for action
rather than by the results of an action. Examples of deontological perspectives include treating others as you would want
to be treated (e.g., the Principle of Ethlcal Consistency:!, respecting the rights of things thatpossess lights, performingan
action our of a sense of duty, following certain pre-established
rules. and only performing actions you would be willirig to
make into universallaw The Endangered Specics Act seems to
manifest a deontological perspective because it grants a basic
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right ( i e , the right to exist) to most species apart from rheir
economlc value.
Natural Law Theory and Divine Command Theory are similar,
and presuppose thar what is natural or divinely commanded
is moral; while that which is unnatural or divinely forhiddeu
is immoral. For example, if one were to expect the hiophilia
hypothesis iie.. an innate or natural tendency to love life) to
deliver specific moral mandates. then the biophilia hypothesis
would exemplify Natural Law Theory (Box 16.3). Similarly,
erhics developed explicitly from Christian ideals ie.g.. an ethic
of stewardship as a directive from God) or in reference to any
divinity represent Divi~xCommand Theory
Virtue Theory hold^ that right actions arise from people who
arc manifestly wrtuous, and thar moral education ought to focus o n identifyingprecisely whch virtues ought to be manifest
ie.g., generosity respect. humilir): courage) and how to cultivate such virtues in aperson. A challenge for virtue ethics is to
understand precisely which virtues are most important (e.g.,
justice or equaliry, modesty or magnanimiry, and so on).
The Theory of Moral Sentincents stresses that reason and
emotion are both critical for judging the rightness of an action. For example, in some cases, reason is necessary for indicating circumstances where moral atrention is required, and
emotional sentiments (such as compassion) motivate one to
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manifest moral attention. Darwin's view on ethics (chapter 3
of Descent of Mllni and Leopold's Land Ethic are both related
ro the Theory ofMoral Sentiments. developed phlosophically
by David Hume (1739)and rldam Smith (1759)aud as disrussed
in Callicott (1982).
Two other important terms in ethics are moral agenr and
moral patient. A moral agent is someone capable of extend~ng
moral consideration to others. Nearly all humans are moral
agents. The extent to which some non-humans (eg., chimpanzees and wolves) exhibit a very primitive form ofmoral agency
is actively debated. A mend patient is anything that should irceive moral consideration. Although moral agents also tend
to be rnoral patients (e.g., a normal adult human), a moral
patient is not always a moral agent (e.g., a I-day~oldhuman).
Scholars in environmental ethics actively debate whether
many non-human forms of life should he considered moral
patients. Different theories answer environmental ethics questions in hfferenr ways (Box 16.4),each speaking to different
values that people apply to e~wironmentalissues.

16.4. THEORIES O F ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS
Although there are many ways to categorize the field of environmental ethics, it is centrally concerned with rwo ennvined

Box 16.2 ETHICS
Misconceptions and Obstacles
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Many misperceptions about the naturepfethj+ointerfere
03. Ethics cann
rue: notions of right a
,
wrong are
with the effective application of ethic$Goiis~~e~in,wildlife
management. Below are some common o b ~ i o,n. s . [to
~]
I. The beliefthat
culture or
( , i t .
ethics and responses [R] to thoseobitttidns.
wetland
is
b*,than
a
parking
lot
has no universal *,:;-:2
,;
truth-value: we use thevaluer we hold to decide which . ' i
01. Ethicai problems are intractable and ethical attitudes
is better.
change very slowly. For these reasons, ethical disagreeR3. Given that all humans and all human cultures have
ments are inevitable and attempts at resolving them
certain attributes in common or have common i
are notworth much attention.
ests, then this simply might not be true. The valu
R1. In this way, ethics is more like science than we often
that ethical positions depend upon might, in fad, be
appreciate: that is, both require high degrees of
a s universal as many oftheempirical premisesthat
rigorous thought and progress is often painfully slow.
scientific positions rest upon.
As discussed later in this chapter, ethical consensus,
04. Ethics just seems to be a wayto tell others what to
much like scientific consensus, is possible given the
(i.e., another way to infringe upon freedoms an
process ofethical discourse.
ties).
0 2 . Ethics is just non-rational and subjective, whereas only
R4. Fundamentally, ethics is about the understanding
science is rational and objective: therefore, progress
what it is that we oughtto do. In this sense, ethics
can be made with the latter but not with the former.
primarily a battomup, rather than top-down, exe
R2. In practice, science is not always as rational and
aimed at understanding the best way to live in.the
objective as we sometimes think. More importanfly,
world
a genuine ethical discourse relies on the formulation and
assessment of rational and objeciive arguments.
'
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thar is, what
questions: (1) rhc question ofmaralconsiden~b~li~;
sorts of entities deserve mcmberrh~pin the moral community
and what justifies thar membership? (i.e., which ent~tiesare
moral patients, and why?). and ( 2 j the questlon of mrvd sign~licance;rhar is, how humans oughr m behave in an inclusive
moral community (e.g., one that includes humans and n o n ~
humans! and how do humdnssorr out competing moral claims
after we havc establiyhed a moral community? Approaches to
the?? quesrions b e g ~ nwith rhr applicarlon of standard ethical
theories irights theory utditarianism) to thrse quesrir~nsand
are thrreforr referred ro as "extensionist" rheories ofenviron~
mrnral ethics becausc they work t o "extend those traditional
ethical theories beyond the traditional bounds of moral inclw
sioi~(that is. beyond humans).
Antltropocenr~morHuman1WjireEthics. This perspective focuses onjusti$ing how it is appropr~ateto believe that only hu
mans are worthy ofmoral consideration and the consequences
o f that belief. .@inrhropocentnsts care b r non-humans-such
as species, ecosystems, or n o n h u m a n animals-only when
h u m n well being drpends on nowhuman well-being. For the
aothropocmtrist, only humans possess intnnsic value; all else
ir merely instrumentally valuable. Anthropocentrists agree
with the famous eighteenth century ph~iosopherlmmanuel
Kanr (1930:241), who asserted, "all duties towards animals, tow ~ r d simmaterial beings and towards inanimate objects are
aimed indirectly ar our duties towards mankjnd."Anthropcen~
trists. therefore, believe we ought t o conserve wildlife only b r ~

cause their loss might negatively impact human b e i n p in some
manner
Zooi-entrism or Animal U'eifarr Ethics. This perspective is
associared with the idea rhat, in addition to humans, certain
n o n h u m a n animals possess inrrinsic value and deserw direct
moral standing. The basis for this thinking begins w r h the
observation thar humans do nor possess moral standing 'just
because": instead, we have moral value because w e have certain properties (e.g., consciousness or [he ability ro feel painj.
Logical consistency, a zoocentnst then would argue, forces us
to granr moral standing t o anything possessing a morally relevant property Hence. ~f certain non-human animals possess
those morally relevanr properties, then rhey too are inrrinsi~
cally valuable and deserving of direct moral considerarton.
A zoocenrrisr would be supporti\e of. for example, efforrs
t o conserve the hahitat of morally relevant wlldlife specles
(because rhese species would be made up of morally relevant
specimens). Hou,ever. heishe u,ould also tend t o oppose the
killing of morally rrlevanr animals that represent exorlc species. An ethical dilemma is created in these siruar~onswhen
esonc, but morally relevant, animals harm nativr species.
Biocmtri~m.Thls perspective expands the moral community of zoocentrists by arbuing that being alive is the morally
relevant trait: thar is, all individual living things deserve direct
moral consideration. Albert Schweitzer (19L3.274), perhaps
rhe most popularly recogntzed biorentrist, summarizes the
position thusly:
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Box 16.3 A COMMENTON NATURAL LAW THEOW
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Natural law theory arguably s e ~ a s : t , ? e f o u n d a t i o n
i ~...-.,
M i m e call
s the "naturalistic fallacy." Third; even if
of many wildlife management ideas, Some people, for
:*!$natural
can be detined, andeven ifwhat:is natural
xample, argue that hunting is a natural and, thus, ethical
:i<altowhat is good, it is not always ciearwhaeought t o be
d0ire:Appealing to naturalness,focinst'ancejasi w a y b
ationshipto wildlife. Others defend the morality of
oration efforts on the basis that such efforts
- ,.determine
what should bedone ihe.iaseofthe inbred
.
, ,
lish a "naturil balance" to the w r l d ; therefore, the
.)uptgso f t k Isle Royale *ill not ncc&silrilye~tablish dear
, .
"naturalistic" abjection to environmental-qtbip., . - .guidance, because extinction (which would presumably
xpened: "Can't wedispense with all bfthis':
: suggest non-interferenceas the ethicalcourse o f action)
I sand just do thatwhich is natural? A couple:
and predation (which would presumably suggest genetic
hallenges, however, arise immediately when
rescue as theethical coucseofaction) are both arguably
considering natural law theory. first, the theory assumes
natural. In the end, you should not be surprised when two
wildlifeconsewationists, both committed to doing what i s
that what is natural can be discovered and defined objecvely. Second, the theory assumes that what is natural
natural or "letting nature take its course," do not agree on a
specific course o f action.
also what is good; this is an assumption philosophers
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Should peop e be elbwed to use snowmobiler m Yellow.
store Nationa. Par* (YMP),wn;ch might disruptwildl~fe?
Shou d YhP be treated differently fromother
. , places where
snawmDbiles are allowed?Should kQ$$f@$~% kpmmunities, or government entities k~liowtll#tf"(4eptr@,:&&land
important to waterfowl ifthey ag&& u o e a krland of
equal size and wildlife valueelsewhere? DifRcent people
evoke different ethical theories; therefore, diffwent ethical
theories will approach questions like a e j e i n d l M t ways.
It is important to.note also that even tho&pmpk who are
employingwhat they think is the s ,a. d ethid theory might
not agree M a given course dadinn. . .
Comequ6ntialism. A utillfarienwould bedbligated to
try to account for the overall good versbsth;.ovara~ harm
done by allowing somoentityta trade '&wetland for another, or by allowing a few people to benefn at the potential
expense of others.
,..I,.

Ethics thus consists in this, that 1 experience the necessity of
practicing the same reverence for ltie tonard all with a willto-live, a s roward my onn. Therein I have already the needed
hindamental principle of morality It is good to maintain and
chensh life: iris rvil to destroy and checklife.
For the btocenmst, concern for, or policy regarding, the
degradation of wildlife populations is motivated and justified
by the etiecrs such degradation might have on all individual li\.ing things: we ought to be concerned about the loss ofu.ildlife,
for instance, because ofthe effect it has on individual humans.
fish, and trees (Box 16.5).

T

Rightr A nghtr tkeoriot would cons,der h w cenaqnactions-herewetlands trading and snowmobiling in natural
,j
areas-m ghtimpaathe
rights ofall those tnings that . -. -4
1
, might be s& @;pd&pr$h~'(&kan
and no;-humin- ' i f
4
.,. 3 . ,,.
Ili,
alike),
I I . : ~. ~
., .,' ,,.*.
.,.
Virwc. ~orn&hk:q+&;rted by acringvirtuouP~yweid j :+
:i
r n~<<&
consider whether w a n d s trading or even certain type5 :, I;f.ied
of recreation, such ar.snbwm&iling i n natural areas, are:i
, , c $ .~:=
activities a r i k ~ o u person
s
or society (a person or secisy: ::;~2
who is respectful, <icing, humbk)wuld en
Nolurallawor Divine Commnnd. A perkon,
with adhering to the laws of nahmor the dicwes
particular divinity would worklo discover which
,action (e.g., presewe an cxistirtg weland orcre
one) most ctostly adheres to the laws of natu
mands ofihat divinity.
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Some environmental ethicists argue that the ertensionist
approaches discussed above are flawed. The flaws arise from
an exclus~vefocus on the moral consideration of indviduals
and do nor accommodate the moral consideration of ecologi~
cal collectives such as species, ecosystems, biotic communities,
warershcds, or other things that seem important from a n environmental perspective. Several theories give reasons why and
how ecological collectives ought to have moral value. They
include ecocennism, whlch is related to Leopold's Land Ethic;
ertended i,tdlvidualim, which has tles to James Loselock's
,
originatedwith phiGaia Hypothesis; and Deep E c o l o ~whch
losopher Arne Naess. For people subscribrng to these types
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Box 16.5 IMCLUSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL ETHIC
,

' ,

Though there may be a temptation to ridicule or mock:
more inclusivemorel theories, it is important to pause
appreciate how these theories actually appear and have
,
force in the real world. In 2008, the government ofswitrerland amended their constitution in a radically biocentric
fashion. In the Federal Ethics Committee on Non-Human
Biotechnology paper, "The Dignity of Living Beings With
Regard to Plants," which explained the decision, the committee stated, 'The Federal Constitution has three forms of
protection for plants: the protection ofbiodiversity, species
protection, and theduty t o takethe dignity ofliving beings
into consideration when handling plants. The constitutional
term 'living beings' encompasses animals, plants and other
organisms" (Willemsen 20083).
In 2008, the government of Ecuadorfoilowed suit and

of theories, the loss ofwildlifc populations is also a matter of
cunccrn because the health of species as well as specimens,
watersheds as well as rivers, and forest ecosystems as well as
individual trees matter and are negatively impacted by biological impoverishment.
Most of these theories, exrensionist and non-exrensio~fisr,
are controversial (i.e., contested) and active areas of scholarship. One of the greatest conflicts in recent years is between
ecocentrism and forms of extensionism, such as animal welfare ethics. Are humans. for example, morally justified in
killing many individual brown~headedcowbirds in order ro
preserve Kirtland's warblers? Resolving this conflict is one of
the great cthical challenges o f o u r day (Box 16.6).biosr rheo~
ries of ethics arc also focused on the first of the great questions
that define env~ronmenralethics-moral considerability
Originally. environnienral ethicists focused on assessing
quesr~onsof moral considerahiliry, The futurc of environ~
nienral ethics will focus inrreasiugly on the question of moral
sipticauce, The pursuit of [his question will be much more
applicd in nature, and likely will provide ideas for how to
solvc r<,ntlirrssuch as those that exist between animal w-elfare
erhics and e r ~ ~ r e n r r i s m
lu, principle, a solution to these conflicts begins by appreciatiug that many things have value; the
challenge is in the detail of how to sort out competing moral
claims in a world full o f r h e n ~ .
En;nMroiim~~~mlju.~tice,
which focuses mainly on the distriburiou of environmental goods and harms, is one area of in^
quiry rhat is more applied and more focused ou [he question
of mural signilicance. Ecofiminism, which draws important
parallels between systems o f oppression that harm nature
as well as certain members of the humau community such
as women, is another area of inquiry that aims t o apply
environnienrai ethics rnorc effecrivel?, rather than to theorize
about them. Other non-tradit~onalor lay approaches to e n v i ~

,

arded an arguably e c o c e n t r i ~ ~ l ~;uggesting
on.
nature "has t h P ~ i ~ h t t o ~..,,,:
i r t , ~ ~,$, ~ ~ ~ s x ; m
and
aintain
regenerate its vitai-cyrles,sku~w,fsfunctionsand its pro- , .
.. . , ,
. , ,
cesses in e v ~ l u t i ~ n , " ~ n d ~ ~ t " p
people
~ ~ ~have
~sand
' '
the fundamental rigbt<gOabant8ad Id this Constitution and .
, , , , , ,, .
:'
in the internationa1:hwnjan ~ighksmstruments. Nature is , ,
subject to those righttgi0dn bythis Constitution and Law."
::
~iocentric~est4ks"we'n
findtheir way into advertising; :
On 2 June 7998, the biotech company Monsanto<orporq, : ':
tion proclaimed in a full-page ad in the New York rimis that,, - ,
"We believe in equal opportunity regardless of racelcreed, ' , :
gender, kingdom, phylum, class, order, family. genus, br
species. Ail oflife is interconnected. . .without a support.
ingcast ~Fmillionsofspecies,human survival is hr from
guaranteed" (Rasmussen 2001 :205).

Wildlife management decisions and actions oRen raise ethical questjons. For example. one might ask, " I s it eth~calto remove brown^
headed cowb~rdstosave the endangered K~rtland'swarbler pctured?"
(courtesy USFWS)
ronmental ethics have been powerfully articulated in popular
forms accessible for the general population (Box 16.7).

16.5. WHAT IS ARCUMENTANALYSIS?
Understandng ethics and environmental ethics (and therefore
issues in wildlife management) begins with understanding
arguments. When you peel back the layers of rhetoric, emotional manipulation, scare tactics, and asscrtions that arc p r c ~
sented loudly or repeatedly, core arguments emerge. While irrational behaviors are common and normal. mentally healthy
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an argument become immediately clear when it is laid out in
such a fashion, andquite often it is d~scoveredthat there is no
argument at all-a fact that can be masked when the claim is
not pr.esented as a formal argument. Remember, argumenrs
must have both premises ("evidence") and cor~clusions1"posi.
rion") to be arguments; do not be fooled by conclusions just
cleverly L-estatedas premiscs Ifany claim lacks supportingevidence; there is no argument. To ascertain whether or not an
argument is present, it is helpful to run what can be called the
"test ofupposition.' lfyou encounter a claim and are wondering whether or not thcre is an argument present, simply ask
yourself, "Can I assert exactly the opposite claim and have no
more reason to believe one over the other? If there is no more
rrason to beliebe the opposite of a claim then there is to believe
the clam itself, then no argument exists a t present and you
are advised ro ask the persou forwarding the original claim to
provide support for that claim.
If an argument actually is present, however, then the
method for critiquing an argument is fairly straightforward.
.4n argument can only be wrong in one of two ways (theoretically bad arguments can be wrong on both accounts, but

likely that would mean the arbwment is barely intelligible). A
crit~queo f a n argument would point out rhat there is either
1. a mistake in a premise (afactual mistake ofsortsj, or
2. a mistake in inference fa mistake in going from premises

toconclusion; assuming rhat the conclusion followsfrom
the given premises, when in fact it does not).
In sum, it cannot be the case that all of the premises in an
argument are true, and that the conclusion follows from the
premises, but rhat the conclusion then is false. If the conclusion
of an argument is believed to be false, then your obligation is
to demonstrate why the argument is faulty by employing one
of the two methods above. Again, a couple ofexamples might
prove helpful. Cons~derthe following arguments:
EXAMPLh

1

PI. Ifsomething is not occurring then wc should not worry
about it.
P2. .4nthropogenic global climate change is not occurring.
C1. Therefore, we should not worry about anthropogenic
global climate change.
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In this argument no problem exists with inference. The
conclusion most certainly follows from the premises. If you
are suspicious of this argument, it must he because of doubt
in the truth of one ior more) of the claims made in the premises. Ifyou wish to reject the conclusion ofthis argument, you
must do so o n the basis of a mistaken premise. In fact, in this
a r p m e n t , you might challenge the truth of Premue I on the
basis that it is not clear that you should never wotry about
something that is not occurring, and you would then provide
counter-examples to demonstrate how it might he wise to
he concerned about and attempt to address potential threats
to your health or to the safety of your home even if you are
not currently ill or your home is not currently on fire or heing robbed. You might also challenge Premise 2 , both on the
basis that it is far from clear that anthropogenic global climate
change is not occurring or even with the claim rhat Premise 2
is patently false-you would then go on to make the opposite
claim co refute such an arprnent.

is measured by the force that i t has over those who dissent
from theconclusion ofthe argument.

16.6. APPLYING ETHICS T O
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
Wildlife management is essentially environmental ethicsin ac[Ion, insomuch as both focus on assessing propositions about
how humans should !or shr~uldnot) interact with ihe namral
world. Moreover, wildlife management is only justified when
it is supported by reasonable ethlcal arbmments. The apphcation ofenvironmental ethics to wddlife management involves
el-tending ar-pment analysis to public dscourse associated
with wildlife management.
16.6.1, A Prcliminary Principle

Handllng the ethical dimensions of wildlife management rcquires understanding how ethical knowledge is one ofseveral
distmct h n d s of knowledge necessary for wildlife manageEXAMPLE Z
ment to he ethical and cffecrive. Clearly, wildlife management
PI. Crocuses hloom in the spring.
depends on knowledge fiom scientific fields such as ecology,
PZ. The month of April is a spring month.
sociology, and economics: hut wildlife management also deC1. Therefore, Highway 52 runs north-to-south through
pends on. or presupposes, ethical arguments that always conMichigan.
sist of two kinds of premises: ethical premises and scientific
(or descriptive) premises intended to describe how the world
T K is
~ clearly a had argument, bur not hecause either of
the
is
~~~h premises are true. is a bad
is. Assessing the truth-value of descriptive premises requires
argumeuc because [he
does
follow fro,,?
scientific knowledge from various scientific lields (horh hioprovided, I{ the conclusion stated . - ~ h ~ ~ logical
~ f and
~ socialj,
~ ~ ,and assessing the appropriateness ofethlcal
the
P~emisesrequiresethical knowledge.
crocuses may hloom in April." then a sound argument exists,
There is value in comparing and contrasting contribuNotice, however, that because there are other spring months,
if you concluded .y-herefore, crocuses
bloom
~ ~ " 1 , . tions of each kind of knowledge. Oh\,iously ecology contrihutesknowledge about the environment. .is critical as such
you would again he making a had
on the hasis of a
knowledge m a y he, it is ~nsufficienton its own for determinmistaken inference. ofcourse
most burunfortunately nor all,
ing what management action sltuuid he taken. Consider this
that have a mispaken inference are not soblarandy
ecological knowledge: ilj Prior to ~ersecutionby humans,
wrong as the example provided; they are ofien more like the
wolves inhabited much of the northeastern United States,
modified conclusion that ''Crocuses will hloom in April."
and iz! today, coyotes seem to fill the approximatr ecologiIn short, when attempting to address a r p m e n t s , the
cal niche once filled by wolves in rhat region. This ecological
method to follow is to
knowledge cannot determine nhether i t would he nght to
1, lay out rhe argument(s!.
reintroduce urolves into the Adirondackregion of New York.
2 , assess the premises forrheir truth-valur,
No amount of ecological knowledge. by itself, could deter3 . assess the connection or inference between premises and
.,in, & appropriateness ofsuch a reintroduct,on.T~ make
conclusion, and
such a decision. ~vildlifemanagers also need to he informed
4, lay out the counter-argument using2 and 3.
by sociocultural knowledge, such as knowing the stakeholder
acreptahiliy oireintroducingwol~esto the region. Economic
.4 final note on assessing and evaluating arguments: you
knowledge is also valuable-knowledge about the effect rhat
greatly improve your chances of presenting good a r p m e n t s
wolf reintroduction might have on portions of the economy
and either avoiding crltique or being able to fend off critique if
associated with tourism or deer hunting 1p.g.. license sales,
you learn to become your oum toughest critic. Examine your
retail purchases. and travel). Science is primarily concerned
own a r p m c n t s rigorously and question your premises as you
with evaluating propositions about how the world was in the
would thosr of others, and forerer attempt to consider the rrpast (eg.. ivolves used to live in thc Adirondacks), how it is
sponse of a would-he dissenter. Alivays hold in ynur mind as
today (e.g.. many people oppose u,olfreintroducrion). or how
An ideal the following general rule regarding the strength of
it will he in the future <e.g.,wolfreintroduction might reduce
qpments:
the number ofpeople who spend money on activities related
An argument's strength is not measured by the fact that it
to deer hunting, but increase ecotourism as people seek opis persuasive to someone who already belleves the concluportunities to see or hear wolves).
Though critically important, descriptions of how the
sion of the argument. Rather, the strength of an argument
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world was. is, or will be- no matter how abundant or reliable such knowledge is^-callnot by themselves determine
whether a wildlife management action is ethically appropriate. One must also identify and evaluate the appropriateness
of ethical premises that underlie arguments for or against
some wildlife management action. For example, consider this
armment:
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reintroduced. More workwouldbe required toassess that con^
clusion.) The argument above is also likely missing premises
along these lines:
P6. It is wrong to enact policies that diminish local, rural
economies.
P7. It is wrong to enact policies that oppose public opinion
Recall. a conclusion cannot introduce ideas rhat are not already entailed by the premises. Because the conclusion refers
to the social and economic costs ofwolf reintroduction. the a r ~
gumenr must then contain premises speaking to these issues.
The introduction of Premise 6 and Premise 7 raises the q u e s ~
rion, are they reasonable premises? They probably are not. If
Premise 6 were true, rhen it might be wrong to criminalize
prostitution or marketing tobacco products to young peoplc.
Premise 6 requires revision to account for the fact that wc do
not unconditionally promote local, rural economies. Premise
7 is also false. Great failures in management have occurred
by allowing policies that were unwise but widely supported
by stakeholders ( e g , overfishing of Atlantic cod). Sometunes
lcadcrship is rcquircd to promotc policies that arc ethically
sound bur unpopular.
(Note: what has been outlined here is
. .
one approach to argumcnt analysis. For an even more detailed
trcamlcnt of argumcnt analysis see Copi and Cohcn [2003].
For a detailed treatment in the context of natural resource
management see wwn~.conservationethics.org.)
Even this simple evaluation shows how rhe appropriateness
of wildlife management hinges on a carcful understanding of
the underlying ethical premises. Table 16.1 shows how several
of the most important issues in conservation require complex
ethical consideration.
Ethics and roc~ology. These domains of knowledgc arc
similar in that both focus on values. They difler, however. in
that sociology is more focuscd on understanding thc valucs
and attitudes various groups of people hold, the behaviors
they exhibit, and how their values, attitudes, and behaviors

PI. Wolves-through their predation on decr-onec per^
formed a vital ecological service in the Adirondacks, and
human esploitation caused wolves to go extinct in this
region.
P2. Coyotes and human huntingon deer now perform the
viral ecological service rhat w-olves once provided.
P3. Many people oppose w-olf reintroduction.
P4. Wolf~reintroductionwould likely harm aspects of the
local rural economy in the Adrondacks.
P 5 The primary value of a species is its ecological function.
C1. Thereforc, wc should not rcil~troducewolves, because
doing so comes at a cost (social and economic) but does
not offer much benefit (because coyotes and hunters
alrcady do that for which wolvcs would be valucd).
For the moment, take for granted that the premises are
all true or appropriate. The conclusion is not dctcrmincd by
Premises 1 through 4, which represent scientific descriptions of
the world. The conclusion is detcrmined hy Premise 5. which
is the ethical premise. To better see hou: evaluate the argument more carefully First. consider that Plcmise 5 may be
inadequate and might be replaced with this alternative:
PSa. Specres are ~ntrinsically\~aluablc.
Thcy are valuablc not
because of services they perform but just because they
arc an important manifestation of life.
If Prcmisc 5 is rcplaccd with Premise 5a, thc conclusion is
norjusrified by the argument. (Note: The apparent failure of
this argumcnt is not sufficient to show that wolves should be

Table 16.1. Issues in conservation that require complex ethical considerat~on

. is rhe goal ro rescore a parricuiar s ~ a r eo l a n ecuayarem [ e g . uldgruwrh:ur rhc pruccsicr rhat lrad n a t u r a l
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may change over time. Ethics is more focused on using argu.
ment analysis to assess what values, attitudes, and hehaviurr
people ought to exhibit. Holding some value or exhibiting
some behaviol. does not mean you ought to du su. This distinction between ''is" and "ought" raises some difficulties.On
one hand, equatlng "how we a ~ r "
wiih "how we ought to be'
introduces all ofthe problems associated with naturalism. On
the other hand, ii cammi be ethical to cxpcct behavior that
is impossible to exhibit. To put it pithily: although ought to
implies can, can certainly does not imply ought a,. Alrhough
a policy prescribing wolf hunting would be contingent upon
dlc ability of the wolf population ro sustainahly wrthstand a
hunt, the fact that the population can wirhstand a hunt does
nor imply char we ought to hnnt wolws.
Ethics and Economics. The relationship between ethics and
economics is not sin~plc.Our inspection of Premise 6 in the
above argument suggests that ethical valnes often override
concerns for economic growth. Many environmental protection l a w entail some kind ofcurtailment ofeconomic activity
!P g., 1I.S. Endangered Species Act and the US. Clean Air and
Water Actsj. Remember from Chapter 6 that economics is a
soclal science that describes how sociery meets competing demands in the face of limited resources.
Economics srrives tounderstand how economies workand
how economic agenrs interact, where economies are systems
inrolving the prnducrion, distrihution. and consumption of
goods and services, and economic agents are the people and
institutions involved in those economies. Economics aims to
descrihe how economies work, not hour t h q ought to work.
It ir appropriate to ask, "How ought an economy to work'"
However, that question requires careful trearrnrnt uferhical
knowledge. The purpose of economics as a science is more
or less limited to maklng reliable sralrmcnts of this nature:
lf we interact with theie limifd resources in these way.<,then our
eionomles l.ny l~kelyd l rrsputril in their rvay3. I t is more z matter
nf'environmenral ethics than economics to understand what
counts as a l i g h ~or wrong way to interacr with wildlife and
whether the projected economic outcomes are grrod or bad.
in thr rlhcrl s r n s r .
Ethia, Laws, and Politics. Although political-legal laiowl~
edge is also ncccssay to understand legal a n d political feaiibility ofwildlife management policies. this hiowledge cannot
by itsrlf derermine whether derisinns made in wildlife man^
agement are right ot good. A complex relatlnnship between
ethics. politics, and law- rises from a few unconrrovetsial p r m ~
ciples:
I. In a deniocraticsociety. laws and politics generally tend to

arise from that society's ethical dispositions, rather than
vice versa.
2. Following the law, however. does not adequately ensure
that one is behavingethically That is. not all cases of
mle~breakingrepresent unethical behavior (e.g., the civil
disobedience of Rosa Parks, Martin Luther h n g , Jt., arid
Gandhi), and nor all cases ofrule-folluwing are ethical
(e.g.. the defense or deflection ofwar climes charges by
referring to following orders from one's superiors).

3. Winning a political battle is not the same as being right.
Many polltical battles are won hrcauce the winning slde

had more financial resources or political power
These principles raise difficult and unavoidable questions
about how s wildlife professional ooght to act a,bm there u
a conflict between ethics and the laws or politics of wildlife
managpment.
16.6.2. Ethical Discourse
Understanding the distinctions between rarions kinds of
knowledge is critical for maktng wildlife management dedsions, as is argument analysis for synthesizing knowledge. lmplementing these principles in a process involving some !und
of public d~scourseis called ethical discourse, wh~chis best
understood by describing some operational steps in the process and by c o m p a ~ the
g process to polltical discourse. Many
of the chapters in thls hook examine the role of srakeholder
participation in uildl~temanagement. The eihical discourse
described here n another example of engagtng in thoughtful
dehherations as part ofthe managrmrni process.

16.6.2.1. Step 1 : Catalogue and Inventory Reasons
for or against a Particular Management Intervention
That is, identiry all ihe reasons char cuch kind olstakholdpr
has for i,r against the management intervention (objective
and relaicd action! undcr consideration. Prejudging the reasonableness ofvarious reasons should he held to a minimum.
Thc mosr important mistake that can h~ made at this stage is
owrlrroking a reason that is held important to a stakeholder.
Bcware: stakeholders somrtinies offer one or more stated reasons but are morrvated by other unstated reasons Srated and
unsrated rcasons are hothimportant. Itis alsouseful to categorize the reasons into sets of related reasons either supporting
or opposing the management intervention. (See Nelson and
Vucetich [2009] as an example of this kind of categorization
as it applie~to the debate ahr~utwhether scientists should be
advocates.)

16.6.2.2. Step 2: Argument Construct~onand
Assessment
Now treat each reason as the conclusion tu an argument that
has not yet been articulated. The process can heknn by artlculating, in brainstorm-llke fash~on.Pacts dndldeas that seem re^
bated to the conclusion. Then arrange these facts and ideas as
premises far the conclusion. Upon being toughly construc~ed,
the argumerit should then be assessed for missing premises.
Identification ofall the mlsslngprernises is iniporldnt because
doing sr, often frees an argument of mistakes in inference or
at least draws attentLon to misrakrn i~lkrences.Thesr steps
look much like the steps we took 2s we began developing the
wolf re~ntroducdonarprnrnl above. The dcrection oimissing premises is often dificult and may require a persrm with
experience in ar&wmcntanalysis.
From thin point, argument assessment can follow one of
three sirarryies. Strarcgy 1 holds the conclusion t i x d and
ludges whether the premises necessary for supporting the con^
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clusion are valid. Strategy 2 revises invalid premises to make
them valid. and judges whether the concluston is supported
by the revised premises. Strategy 3 revises invalid premises to
make them valid. and then revises the conclusion to the extent
necessary to keep the argument sound and valid. Strategies 1
and 2 are useful for assessing whether a reason for or against
some management proposal is justified (in the sense that it is
supported by a sound and valid argument). Strategy 3 js useful
fi~rdiscoveringappropriatearguments whenstrategies 1 and 2
seem to be revealing only inappropriate arguments.
Strategy 3 . which involves revising conclusions to match
revised premises, very often leads to surprising outcomes. An
argument that, at firstglance, seems to support some management intervention can often end up oflering good reason to
oppose it. For this reason, and because argument analysis is
technically difficult (that is, it is easy to think you are doing it
correerly when, in fact, you are not), it is imprlrtant that those
engaged in ethical d~scourseare willing ro ehange their minds
(perhaps by 180' I about the appropriareness ofa management
intervention (this willingmess is known as intellectual honesty). That is. the purpose ofethical discourse is not merely to
confirm what you alierdy believe but rather to discover what
youshould belie,?. In thlr way we assert that ethical discourse
is similar to the scientific process.
ilssessing scientifi pmmisis. When all the missing premises
seem to have been identified and articulated, the appropriateness of each premise should be assessed. Presuming the a r g p
ment contains only premises necessary for supporting the conclusion, the d~scox.eryof even a single inappropriate premise is
often enough to deternnne that the argument is inappropriale.
Begin assessing premises by identiking the kind of knowledge eachpremise repnrsents, and the kind ofperson qualified
to pass judgment iln that premise's validity. An ecologist, for
example, would tend to be most qualified to judge the validity
of ecological premises.
As described in Chapter 8 on decision making, treatment of
scientific uncertainty is important at rhis stage. Consider, for
example, the piemisc: Killing cawbirdr bmefits warblerpopuh~
t~om.Ifthe premise is associated with one or more of the types
of uncertainties (discussed in Chapter 8) then the premise is
inappropriate. In this example, the premise might be made
true by replacing "benefits" with "will benefit in some cases,"
orperhaps by rewriting thepremise to beginwith: Though i t r i ~
maim unrertain, thereis somt reason to crpect that killingcou,hirds
uiii brnefrt this particular wrrrblerpopulation.
Sometimes a premise is true based on accepted scientific
information, but not accepted among all stakeholders. con^
sider. forexample, l~umanacrivitiesplayanimportant role inglobal
climate changc as a premise in some argument about climate
policy Climate sciunce has the purview to judge the premise's
validity and climate science inhcates the premise is almost c e r
tainly true. Nevertheless, some American citizens do not a c ~
cept the premise as true. These opinions are not a basis forjudging the premise to be false: however, they are likely a basis for
adding a new plemise to the argument: Muny America~udo not
believe human activities play an important role in global warming.
In cases like these, careful analysis is required to understand
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how the two premises interact to affect the argument's con^
clusion. Recall that the purpose of ethical discourse is not so
much to assess whether a policy would be politically difficult to
pursue but to judge what policy would be ethically justified.
In cases where science and public perception are in conflict, the argument likely will require a premise that speaks to
the conflict. Consider. for example. the validity of a premise
such as this: Agencies with theauthoriry to act without widespread
pubhr support should pursue policy based 071 scimtwrs'percepriom
of scient!fic chinu (nor perceptiom of the gewral public), but thry
should pursue such policies in a manner that is sensitive to public
perception. This premise suggests public perception aflects
how a policy should be pursued but not whether it should
be pursued. Now consider this premise: Agt-niies should pursue policies only when they receive widespr~ndpublic support. The
word "should in each of rhese premises indicates that both
premises are eth~calpremises. These premises m ~ g h even
t
he
thought of as conclusions to an ethical argument that itself
requires articulation and analysis.
Assessing ethical premises. The evaluation of some ethical
premises is relatively straightforward: they a x widely accepted
(or rejected) for good reasons that are well-understood. In
such cases, the value (and hard work) of ethcal discourse is
when it exposes how a reasonable-sounding conclusionis actu~
ally supported only when one aecepts ethical premises that are
clearly inappropriate. For examples of thts circumstance. see
Vucetich and Nelson (2007) and Nelson and Vucetich (2009).
In some cases, however, the appropriateness of an ethical
premise is difficult to judge. Sometimes an ethical premise
seems to rest on solid reasoning but is not accepted by very
many of the stakeholders, or vice versa. Should the lack of sup^
port be taken as a sign that the purportedly solid reasons are
not actually so solid? In such cases, it may be usehl to treat the
ethical premise as a conclusion to an argument that requires
articulation and evaluation.
Difficulties also arise when rw-o ethical premises seem appropriate but also seem to conflict with one another Consider,
for~xample,the premises Kirtlnnd's warblerrepresenrsanintrinsically valuahie species and The lives of individual cowbirds are
intrimiially valuable. One premise suggests cowbirds should be
killed if they threaten the viability of Kirtland's warblers. and
the other suggests they should not be killed. Using insights
fiom human d~mensionsinquiry, wildlife professionals might
anticipate such an ethical conflict arising among stakeholders. One way to handle this conflict is for professionals to
use argument analysis to explain how and why one premise
should override the other in this particular circumstance. The
result of this procrss may be to resolve the conflict or ir may
be to clarify precisely how the stakeholders disagree. Either
outcome represents ethical progress. Further inquiry into
stakeholder acceptability of management accions, throughuse
of interviews or questionnaires, would then help aRrm the
outcomes of the argument analyses.

16.6.2.3. Step 3: Synthesis
The result of Step 2 is to judge each argument as being appropriate, inappropriate, or possibly undetermined. Knowing
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that aparticularargument is inappropriate does not mean that
the conclusion of the argument is false. It remaim possible that
some other argument would justify the conclusion. Consider
for example, this conclusion: We should not drillfor 011 in Arctic Nnrionnl Wildl* Refugc (ANLVR; bbccuc it would endanger
locol caribou populari~~nr.
Argument analysis might show that
this conclusion !not drilling in .ZNWR) cannot b e supported
for that reason. However, the inappropriateness of that conclus~ondoes n r ~ mean
l
drilling in -4NWR is a good or right
thlng to do. Another argument-about how exploitation is
inconsistenr with the pnnciplcs ot a protected area even if thr
explnitation has minimal eflects on the environment-might
be able to show that such drilling would be wrong. f o r reasons
such as this, the final step in rth~caldiscourse is to consider the
management action in the context of all the arguments that
werc analyzed (e.g.. Nrl\ol, andvucctich 2009).
These three steps ofethlcal discourse may be implemented
invarious ways. for example, a research project might brconducted by a few experts and then vetted by peer-review and
scientific discourse ie.g., Vucetich and Nelson 2007, Nelson
and L'ucrtich 2 0 ~ 9 )o r hy a larger group of people-experts
and lay stakeholders alike-engaged in a workshop~likevenue.
Such workshops ale beginning to occur. led by organizations
such as the Center for Humans and Nature. the Aldo Lzopold
Foundation, and the Conserratlon Ethics Gruup.

Thc potential limitation of working with a smaller group
of select people a misurlderstandlna or neglecting reasons that
are important butnot well-apprecidted by that group. The potential limitation ofxvorkingwith a largrrgrnup is that larger
groups are more likely to include partirlpants who do not a p
preciate o r are not proficient with thc prinriplcs ofethical discourse. in either case, the success of ettucal discourse depends
on the participants' collective knowledge otthe lssue and skill
in argument analysis; and, in either casc. the legitimacy oiethical di~courseis judged by others' ability to find fault W I the
~
logic of the analysis.
16.6.3. Ethical and Political Discourse

Despite their sirnilaritles, ethical discourse and polirlcal discourse differ importantly hom one another. P~llticdldiscourse
aims for compromise and concession until all stakehulders
agree that the proposcd management action is someth~ng
with which they can livr The purpose of'polirical discourse is
to make polit~calprogress and avotd ci,,il chaos. Political discourse is typirally constrained 1,) the riming of a n imminent
decis~on.This circumstance makes participants in political
discourse focus o n wlnnlng rather rhan o n being right. By
contrast, ethical discourse amis for basic agreement about an
Issue. Ethical dscourse aims to be "right" rather rhan to win.
Such discourse r a n make valuahle inslghts during formulation

The Arctlc Katlonal Wildlife Refuge is rritlca habitat for a vast herd ofcartbou (courtesy USFWS)
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of objectives (both fundamental and enabling) ear$ in the
managcmenr proccss Recall an early dilemma proposed in
Chapter 1, which indicated that ifyou are not working on the
correct things, then the more you rry to conducr your work
"nght," the more wrong you become! Consideration of ethics
and engagement in ethical diacourse can help reveal what are
thr right things on which to he working.

.

SUMMARY
This chapter explored ethics and environmental erhicr as a
theorcticill and practical human dimension ofu>ildlifemanagem e n t The practical sidr was largely a h o u ~constructing and
asressing arguments h a t represenr rcal-urorld issues in wild^
life management. The theoretical side focused on the tool by
which those theories (scared as rrhiral premises)arecvaluated.
The introduction we provided here was merely a road map
to conducr deeper ethical thinking about dccisionr in wildlife
managcmenr

-

-

.\Ithaugh ethical discourse is not a panacea for solving
all environmental challenge\. wildlife professionals can
increase their efikcti\~enessby learning the theory and
practice of rthicdl discourse. It provides an alternativr to,
or complemcn~s.existingpolitical discourse. ahlch (fiom
the perspective of engaged srakehulders) IS mnre about
winning and losing than gaining insight into what is right
or wrong
Ethics is a discipline whi~sefocus is analysis of crhical
propo"tions. Thc fundamenrdl disrinct~onbetwrrn erhics
and other social sciences is that social science primarily
is concerned wirh the analysis of descriptive propositnns
about human valucs. whereas ethics is concrrned with the
anllysis ofprescnptive propositions abour human values.
Although there are many ways to categorize the field of
environmental erhcs, 11 is crntrally concerned with rwo

.
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related topics ( l j moral cotuidmbility; that is, what sorts of
enrltles deserve membenhip in d ~ moral
c
community and
what justifies that membershp? and (2) questions of moral
.sign@ancc; thar is, how ought humans to behave in an
inclusive moral community?
In this regard, though with an added moral bent ofright
and wrong, ethical discourse is similar ro science in that
it follows a sysrematic and rigorous process of logical
thought. Ethical progress and scientific progress are both
most likely ro occur when the minds involvrd are open to
reason.
Attending ro the ethical dimensions of wildlife management increases the ability of wildlife profession~lsto have
a reliable means ofidenti+ingrhe correcr issues rogo to
work on, ro reach the correcr conclusions. dnd ro better
achie~edesired impacts. It will also help managers to be
ethically consistent from one situation to another. thereby
improving their credibility wrrh peers, parrners. stakeholders, and decision makers.
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